Abstract. Many problems in fluid dynamics require the representation of complicated internal or external boundaries of the flow. Here we present a method for calculating time-dependent incompressible inviscid flow which combines a projection method with a "Cartesian grid" approach for representing geometry. In this approach, the body is represented as an interface embedded in a regular Cartesian mesh. The advection step is based on a Cartesian grid algorithm for compressible flow, in which the discretization of the body near the flow uses a volume-of-fluid representation. A redistribution procedure is used to eliminate time-step restrictions due to small cells where the boundary intersects the mesh. The projection step uses an approximate projection based on a Cartesian grid method for potential flow. The method incorporates knowledge of the body through volume and area fractions along with certain other integrals over the mixed cells. Convergence results are given for the projection itself and for the time-dependent algorithm in two dimensions. The method is also demonstrated on flow past a half-cylinder with vortex shedding.
The Cartesian grid projection uses the techniques developed by Young et al. [71] for full potential transonic flow to discretize the elliptic equation that is used to enforce the incompressibility constraint. The overall design goals of the method are to be able to use the high-resolution finite difference methods based on higher-order Godunov methods for the advective terms in the presence of irregular boundaries that effectively add a potential flow component to the solution.
Cartesian grid methods were first used by Purvis and Burkhalter [57] for solving the equations of transonic potential flow; see also [70, 39, 61, 71] . Clarke, Salas, and Hassan [22] extended the methodology to steady compressible flow; see also [29, 28, 27, 51] . Zeeuw and Powell [73] , Coirier and Powell [23] , Coirier [24] , Melton et al. [50] , and Aftosmis, Berger, and Melton [1] have developed adaptive methods for the steady Euler and Navier-Stokes equations.
For time-dependent hyperbolic problems, the primary difficulty in using the Cartesian grid approach lies in the treatment of the cells created by the intersection of the irregular boundary with the uniform mesh. There are no restrictions on how the boundary intersects the Cartesian grid (unlike the "stair step" approach which defines the body as aligned with cell edges), and as a result cells with arbitrarily small volumes can be created. A standard finite-volume approach using conservative differencing requires division by the volume of each cell; this is unstable unless the time step is reduced proportionally to the volume. Although in the projection method convective differencing is used for the hyperbolic terms in the momentum equation, we base our methodology for incompressible flow on the experience gained for compressible flow in the handling of small cells. (In addition, we will wish to update other quantities conservatively.) The major issues, then, in designing such a method are how to maintain accuracy, stability, and conservation in the irregular cells at the fluid-body interface while using a time step restricted by Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) considerations using the regular cell size alone. We refer to this as the "small cell problem. " Noh [53] did early work in this area in which he used both cell merging techniques and redistribution. LeVeque [41, 42] and Berger and LeVeque [12] have developed explicit methods which use the large time-step approach developed by LeVeque [40] to overcome the small cell problem. Berger and LeVeque [13, 14] have also studied approaches in which the small cell problem is avoided by the use of a rotated difference scheme in the cells cut by the fluid-body interface. Both the large time step and the rotated difference schemes are globally second order and better than first order but less than second order at the fluid-body interface. Cell merging techniques were also used by Chiang, van Leer, and Powell [19] , Bayyuk, Powell, and van Leer [4] , and Quirk [59, 58] to overcome the small cell problem. Results for this method suggest it is globally second-order accurate and first order at the boundary. Two other approaches for unsteady compressible flow are based on flux-vector splitting (see Choi and Grossman [20] ) and state-vector splitting (seeÖksüzoglu [54] and Gooch andÖksüzoglu [30] ), but neither of these approaches avoids the small cell problem.
The advection step of the method presented here uses a different approach for handling irregular cells based on ideas previously developed for shock tracking by Chern and Colella [17] and Bell, Colella, and Welcome [8] , and extended by Pember et al. [55, 56] . In this approach the boundary is viewed as a "tracked front" in a regular Cartesian grid with the fluid dynamics at the boundary governed by the boundary conditions of a stationary reflecting wall. The basic integration scheme for hyperbolic problems consists of two steps. In the first step, a reference state is computed using fluxes generated by a higher-order Godunov method in which the fluid-body boundary is essentially "ignored." In the second step, a correction is computed to the state in each irregular cell. A stable but nonconservative portion of this correction is applied to the irregular cell. Conservation is then maintained by a variation of the algebraic redistribution algorithm in [17] which distributes the remainder of the correction to those regular and irregular cells that are immediate neighbors of the irregular cell. This redistribution procedure allows the scheme to use time steps computed from CFL considerations on the uniform grid alone. We adapt this scheme for the advection step of the projection method.
The projection step requires solution of an elliptic equation on an irregular grid. The finite-element-based projection developed by Almgren, Bell, and Szymczak [3] for a regular grid is extended here to accommodate embedded boundaries using the techniques developed by Young et al. [71] . The approach of Young et al. defines the approximating space using standard bilinear elements on an enlarged domain that includes nodes of mixed cells lying outside the domain. Quadratures in the weak form are restricted to the actual domain to define the discretization. The resulting linear system can be readily solved with a straightforward extension of multigrid.
A second-order Cartesian grid projection method has been developed recently by Tau [66] for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In this formulation velocities are defined on a staggered grid (which is incompatible with the cell-centered form of the Godunov method), and the tangential velocity must vanish at the boundaries (i.e., the formulation is not extensible to the Euler equations). Comments and results in [66] indicate that the accuracy of the method again is, in general, first order at the boundary but globally second order. No mention is made of the small cell problem for advecting quantities other than momentum.
In addition to the approach taken here, there are two other basic approaches to the treatment of irregular domains: locally body-fitted grids obtained from mesh mappings, and unstructured grids. For body-fitted structured or block-structured grids for compressible flow, the literature is quite extensive. Typical examples include [36, 34, 16, 11, 26, 7, 64, 67, 9, 60, 72] . The primary objection to mapped grids is the difficulty in generating them for complex geometries, particularly in three dimensions. There have been a number of approaches to making mapped grids more flexible, such as using combinations of unstructured and structured grids [68, 69, 48, 63, 52, 35, 47] , multiblock-structured grids [2, 65, 62] , and overlapping composite grids [10, 18, 33] . On the topic of unstructured grids, we refer the reader to [38, 37, 44, 45, 49] for compressible flow. Löhner, Martin, and Ramamurti [43] have developed an unstructured finite element algorithm for high Reynolds number and inviscid incompressible flows.
In comparison with the other approaches discussed above, the advantages of the Cartesian grid approach include not requiring special grid generation techniques to fit arbitrary boundaries, the ability to use a standard time-stepping algorithm at all cells with no additional work other than at cells at or near the boundary, and the ability to incorporate efficient solvers for the elliptic equation. The most serious disadvantage is a loss of accuracy at the boundary (numerical results show a reduction to first-order accuracy at the boundary). The loss of second-order accuracy at the boundary indicates that the Cartesian grid approach is not ideal for calculations designed to resolve viscous boundary layers but should be satisfactory for flows where the primary effect of the boundary is to introduce a potential flow component to the velocity corresponding to the effect of the no-normal flow condition at the boundary. Problems where this is the case include flows in large containers, such as utility burners and boilers, and atmospheric flows over irregular orography.
In the next section, we review the basic fractional step algorithm and introduce the notation of the Cartesian grid method. The subsequent two sections contain descriptions of the advection step and the projection step, respectively, for flows with embedded boundaries. In the final two sections, we present numerical results and conclusions. All results and detailed discussion will be for two spatial dimensions; the extension to three dimensions is straightforward and will be presented in later work.
Basic algorithm.
2.1. Overview of fractional step formulation. The incompressible Euler equations written in convective form are
Alternatively, (2.1) could be written in conservative form as
The projection method is a fractional step scheme for solving these equations, composed of an advection step followed by a projection. In the advection step for cells entirely in the flow domain we solve the discretization of (2.1) to second order in space and time using an explicit predictor-corrector scheme; their construction is described in section 3.
The velocity field U * is not, in general, divergence-free. The projection step of the algorithm decomposes the result of the first step into a discrete gradient of a scalar potential and an approximately divergence-free vector field. They correspond to the update to the pressure gradient and the update to the velocity, respectively. In particular, if P represents the projection operator, then
Note that the pressure gradient is defined at the same time as the time derivative of velocity, and therefore at half-time levels.
Notation.
We first introduce the notation used to describe how the body intersects the computational domain. The volume fraction Λ i,j for each cell is defined as the fraction of the computational cell B i,j that is inside the flow domain. The area fractions a i+ 2 ) edges, respectively, that lie inside the flow domain. We label a cell entirely within the fluid (Λ = 1) as a full cell or fluid cell, a cell entirely outside of the flow domain (Λ = 0) as a body cell, and a cell partially in the fluid (0 < Λ < 1) as a mixed cell. A small cell is a mixed cell with a small volume fraction. We note that it is possible for the area fraction of an edge of a fluid cell to be less than one if the fluid cell abuts a body or mixed cell.
In the method presented here, the state of the fluid at time t n is defined by
, the velocity field in cell B i,j at time t n , and p n−
, the pressure at node (i − ; this process requires values of the velocity and pressure gradients in the cells on either side of an edge at t n . We must therefore define, at each time step, extended states in the body cells adjoining mixed or full cells. We do this in a volume-weighted fashion:
The pressure gradient is extended in the same manner. Here nbhd(B i,j ), defined as the neighborhood of B i,j , refers to the eight cells (in two dimensions) that share an edge or corner with B i,j .
3. Advection step.
Momentum.
The algorithm is a predictor-corrector method, similar to that used in [5] , but with some modifications as discussed in [6] . The details of the current version without geometry are given in [3] . For simplicity we will assume that the normal velocity on the embedded boundary is zero; the treatment of a more general Dirichlet boundary condition such as inflow is straightforward.
In the predictor we extrapolate the velocity to the cell edges at t n+ 1 2 using a second-order Taylor series expansion in space and time. The time derivative is replaced using (2.1). For edge (i + 1 2 , j) this gives
extrapolated from B i,j , and
Analogous formulae are used to predict values at each of the other edges of the cell. In evaluating these terms the first-order derivatives normal to the edge (in this case U n,lim x ) are evaluated using a monotonicity-limited fourth-order slope approximation [25] . The limiting is done on the components of the velocity individually, with modifications as discussed below in cells near the body.
The transverse derivative terms ( vU y in this case) are evaluated as in [6] by first extrapolating from above and below to construct edge states, using normal derivatives only, and then choosing between these states using the upwinding procedure defined below. In particular, we define
where U n,lim y are limited slopes in the y direction, with similar formulae for the lower edge of B i,j . In this upwinding procedure we first define the normal advective velocity on the edge:
(We suppress the i, j + :
After constructing
in a similar manner, we use these upwind values to form the transverse derivative in (3.1):
).
We use a similar upwinding procedure to choose the appropriate states U i+ 
We follow a similar procedure to construct
, and U i,j− . In general the normal velocities at the edges are not divergence-free. In order to make these velocities divergence-free we apply a MAC projection [6] before the construction of the convective derivatives. The equation
is solved for φ in all full or mixed cells, with
Note that in regions of full cells the D MAC G MAC stencil is simply a standard five-point cell-centered stencil for the Laplacian. For edges within the body that are needed for the corrector step below, the MAC gradient is linearly extrapolated from edges that lie partially or fully in the fluid. For example, if edge (i + 
While it is possible that this could lead to instabilities, none have yet been observed in numerical testing. We solve this linear system using standard multigrid methods (see [15] ), specifically, V-cycles with Jacobi relaxation.
In the corrector step, we form an approximation to the convective derivatives in (2.1)
where
The intermediate velocity U * at time n + 1 is then defined on all full and mixed cells as
The upwind method is an explicit difference scheme and, as such, requires a timestep restriction. When all cells are full cells, a linear, constant-coefficient analysis shows that for stability we require
where σ is the CFL number. The time-step restriction of the upwind method is used to set the time step for the overall algorithm. As mentioned earlier, for incompressible flow the two forms of the momentum equation, (2.1) and (2.3), are analytically equivalent. For flows without geometry we have successfully used the convective difference form of the equations (2.4). By contrast, we could use the conservative form of the equations
2 ), and evaluate the conservative update as F n+ 1 2 · n dA. In the presence of embedded boundaries, the convective update form of the equations is stable even for very small cells, but this update is calculated as if the cell were a full cell; i.e., it does not "see" the body other than through the MACprojected normal advection velocities (and the modification of the limited slopes as discussed at the end of this section). To compute the conservative update, however, one ignores entirely the portion of the cell not in the fluid and integrates the flux only along the parts of the edges of the cell that lie within the fluid. Thus, the presence of the body is correctly accounted for, but using the conservative form requires that the time step approach zero as the cell volume goes to zero, which is the small-cell time-step restriction which we seek to avoid.
A solution in this case is to use a weighted average of the convective and conservative updates, effectively allowing as much momentum to pass into a small cell in a time step as will keep the scheme stable. The momentum that does not pass into the small cell is redistributed to the neighboring cells, to maintain conservation in the advection step. This approach is modeled on the algorithm of [56, 55] and is based on the algebraic redistribution scheme of Chern and Colella [17] . The algorithm is as follows.
(1) First, in all cells construct the reference state U * , defined as
using the advective algorithm described for full cells.
(2) On mixed cells only construct an alternative U * using a conservative approach:
where the fluxes are defined as
This solution enforces no-flow across the boundary of the body but is not necessarily
Λi,j ; however, this solution is not stable for Λ 1. Define instead U * i,j = U * i,j + δM i,j on mixed cells, U * i,j = U * i,j on full cells. This allows the mixed cell state to keep the fraction of δM which will keep the scheme stable given that the time step is set by the full-cell CFL constraint.
(4) Now redistribute the remaining fraction of δM from each mixed cell, the amount (1 − Λ i,j )δM i,j , to the fluid and mixed cells among the eight neighbors of B i,j in a volume-weighted fashion. Since we redistribute the extensive rather than intensive quantity (e.g., momentum rather than momentum density), the resulting redistribution has the form
Λ n,p .
(5) Subtract the pressure gradient term from the solution for all full and mixed cells, treating it as a source term:
A second modification to the algorithm for cells at or near the boundary is to the slope calculations; this is based on the principle that no state information from cells entirely within the body should be used in calculating slopes. Despite the use of extended states in the creation of edge states, the slope calculation uses state information only from full and mixed cells. In a mixed or full cell for which the fourthorder stencil would require using an extended state, the slope calculation reduces to the second-order monotonicity-limited formula. If the second-order formula would require an extended state, then the slope is set to zero. This has the effect of adding dissipation to the scheme; if the slopes throughout the domain were all set to zero, the method would reduce to first order.
Two comments about the algorithm are in order here. First, we note that while the use of extended states seems to be a low-order approach to representing the body, numerical results show that it is adequate to maintain first-order accuracy at the boundary. An alternative to extended states is the so-called "thin wall approximation" of [56] ; with this approximation extended states are not defined. Rather, upwinding always chooses the values coming from the fluid side (rather than the body side) of the fluid-body interface. In our numerical testing, however, we have found that the extended states version of the algorithm performs slightly better.
Second, we are unable to provide a proof that the redistribution algorithm is stable, but in extensive numerical testing of the redistribution algorithm for compressible flow (see [56, 31, 46] ) no stability problems have been observed, and none have been observed in our incompressible flow calculations. It is clear that the algorithm removes the original small-cell stability problem by replacing division by arbitrarily small volume fractions with division by one in step (3). The redistribution algorithm is such that the amount redistributed into a cell is proportional to the volume of that cell; this feature combined with the observation in our calculations that the values of δM are small relative to the values of U in the mixed cells gives a heuristic argument as to why redistribution would be stable.
Passive scalars.
The algorithm for advecting momentum extends naturally to linear scalar advection. In the third numerical example shown in this paper, a passive scalar enters the domain at the inflow boundary and is advected around the body. We now briefly describe the scalar advection routine, assuming the scalar s is a conserved quantity, i.e.,
First, at each time step extended states are defined for the passive scalar just as for velocity. In the predictor we extrapolate the scalar to the cell edges at t Analogous formulae are used to predict values at each of the other edges of the cell. As with velocity, derivatives normal to the edge (in this case s n,lim x ) are evaluated using the monotonicity-limited fourth-order slope approximation [25] , with modifications due to geometry.
The transverse derivative terms (v s y in this case) are defined using s y i,j = ( s T − s B )/∆y, where
< 0, and
We use a similar procedure to choose s 
In the corrector step for full cells, we update s conservatively: ).
In the corrector step for mixed cells, we follow the three steps below:
(1) Construct the reference state s * using the convective formulation ).
(2) Construct s * using the conservative formulation
∆y .
Define the difference δs
Finally, redistribute the remaining fraction of δs from each mixed cell, the amount (1 − Λ i,j )δs i,j , to the full and mixed cells among the eight neighbors of B i,j in a volume-weighted fashion:
In full cells not adjacent to any mixed cells, set s n+1 i,j = s * i,j .
Projection step.
Since U * is defined on cell centers, the projection used to enforce incompressibility at time t n+1 must include a divergence operator that acts on cell-centered quantities, unlike the MAC projection. The projection we use here is approximate; i.e., P 2 = P. The operator, as well as the motivation for using an approximate rather than exact projection, is described in detail in [3] . Here we outline the algorithm for the case of no-flow physical boundaries with no geometry and for the case of embedded boundaries. The basic approach for the embedded boundaries utilizes the same discretization as was used by Young et al. [71] for full potential transonic flow. The necessary modifications for inflow-outflow conditions are described in [3] and their use is demonstrated in the numerical examples.
This projection is based on a finite element formulation. In particular, we consider the scalar pressure field to be a C 0 function that is bilinear over each cell; i.e., the pressure is in
is the space of polynomials of degree t in the x direction on each cell with C s continuity at x-edges. For the velocity space we define
, u is piecewise constant in x and a discontinuous linear function of y in each cell, with a similar form for v. For mixed cells, we think of the representations as only being defined on the portion of each cell within the flow domain Ω, although the spaces implicitly define an extension of the solution over the entire cell. Note that in the integral used to define the projection (see (4. 3) below) the domain of integration is limited to the actual flow domain; we do not integrate over the portion of mixed cells outside the domain.
For use in the predictor and corrector, the velocity and pressure gradient are considered to be average values over each cell. The vector space V h contains additional functions that represent the linear variation within each cell. These additional degrees of freedom make V h large enough to contain ∇φ for φ ∈ S h . We establish a correspondence between these two representations by introducing an orthogonal decomposition of V h . In particular, for each V ∈ V h we define a piecewise constant component V and the variation V ⊥ = V − V so that for each cell B i,j , Bi,j ∩Ω V ⊥ dx = 0. By construction these two components are orthogonal in L 2 so they can be used to define a decomposition of V h into two subspaces
where V h and V h ⊥ represent the cell averages and the orthogonal linear variation, respectively. The decomposition of V h induces a decomposition of ∇φ for all φ ∈ S h , namely, (∇φ) ij = (∇φ) ij + (∇φ)
We now define a weak form of the projection on V h , based on a weak divergence on V h . In particular, we define a vector field
Using the definition (4.2) we can then project any vector field V into a gradient ∇φ and weakly divergence-free field V d (with vanishing normal velocities on boundaries) by solving (x) is the piecewise bilinear function having node values ψ i+1/2,j+1/2 (x k+1/2, +1/2 ) = δ ik δ j .
For the purposes of the fractional step scheme we wish to decompose the vector field
into its approximately divergence-free part
and the update to the pressure
Since the finite-difference advection scheme is designed to handle cell-based quantities that are considered to be average values over each cell, the quantity (Gφ)
⊥ is discarded at the end of the projection step. This makes the projection approximate; i.e., if
. So, in practice, we solve the system defined by (4.3) (again using standard multigrid techniques with V-cycles and Jacobi relaxation), and set
as the approximation to [3] for more details.) The left-hand side of equation (4.3) is, in discrete form, a nine-point stencil approximating the Laplacian of φ, and the right-hand side, for V = V , is a standard four-point divergence stencil. Without embedded boundaries, the method reduces to constant-coefficient difference stencils for divergence, gradient, and the Laplacian operator. These stencils are, for 
Body cells contribute nothing to the integrals in (4.3); in mixed cells the integrals are computed only over the portion of each cell that lies in the fluid. This calculation can be optimized by precomputing the following integrals in each mixed cell; these integrands result from the products of the gradients of the basis functions in (4.3) . We define
where x ij and y ij are functions defined on each cell such that x ij = y ij = 0 at the center of B i,j , x ij = ± Linear combinations of these integrals form the coefficients used in the divergence, gradient, and Laplacian operators. For example, the divergence of a barred vector becomes
If we let (Gφ) full be (Gφ) as it would be defined if the cell were a full cell, then in a mixed cell the average of the gradient over the fluid portion of the cell is (Gφ) i,j = (Gφ)
where, for ∆x = ∆y,
The full Laplacian operator requires the third integral I c because of the quadratic terms which results from the inner products of φ i+ and φ k+1/2, +1/2 ; we leave the derivation to the reader. Note that for a full cell Λ = 1, I a = I b = 0, and so the stencils above for mixed cells reduce to those for full cells.
Note that solving (4.3) defines φ i+ (x) intersects the fluid region. Thus, the pressure is defined even at nodes contained in the body region, as long as they are within one cell of the fluid region.
Numerical results.
In this section we present results of calculations done using the Cartesian grid representation of bodies and/or boundaries of the domain. The first two sets of results are convergence studies; the first tests the accuracy of the projection alone, the second tests the accuracy of the full method for the Euler equations. In both cases, the results are presented in the form of tables which show the norms of the errors, as well as the calculated rates of convergence. The error for a calculation on a grid of spacing h is defined as the difference between the solution on that grid and the averaged solution from the same calculation on a grid of spacing h/2. In the first convergence study, the column 128-256 refers to the errors of the solution on the 128 2 grid as calculated by comparing the solution on the 128 2 grid to the solution on the 256 2 grid; similarly for 256-512. Once the errors are computed pointwise for each calculation, the L 1 -, L 2 -, and L ∞ -norms of the errors are calculated. The convergence rates of the method can be estimated by taking the log 2 of the ratio of these norms. This provides a heuristic estimate of the convergence rate assuming that the method is operating in its asymptotic range. We present two separate measures of the error. In the first we compute the norms over the entire domain ("All cells"). In the second we examine the error in an interior subdomain in order to measure errors away from the boundary. For the subdomain we have selected the region covered by full cells in the 128 2 grid ("Full 128 cells"). The first convergence study tests the accuracy of the projection alone. The domain is the unit square, and three bodies are placed in the interior. A circle is centered at (.75, .75) and has radius .1; ellipses are centered at (.25, .625) and (.5, .25) and have axes (.15, .1) and (.2, .1), respectively. The boundary conditions are inflow at x = 0, outflow (p = 0) at x = 1, and no-flow boundaries at y = 0 and y = 1.
In this study, the initial data inside the numerical domain is (u, v) = (1, 0); this data is then projected to define a velocity field which is approximately divergence-free in the region of the domain not covered by the bodies. The pressure gradient which is used to correct the initial data represents the deviation of the potential flow solution from uniform flow.
In Tables 1 and 2 we present the results of this convergence study. The almostsecond-order convergence in the L 1 -norm, first-order convergence in the L ∞ -norm, and approximately h 1.5 convergence in the L 2 -norm are what we would expect of a solution which is second order in most of the domain and first order at boundaries. This is consistent with the observation that the maximum absolute error on the mixed cells is an order of magnitude higher than the maximum error on the full cells for the finer grids. Figure 1 shows a contour plot of the magnitude of the error of the 256 2 calculation.
The second convergence study is of flow through a diverging channel. In this case we evaluate the velocity field at time t = 1.0 in order to demonstrate the order of the complete algorithm for flow that is smooth in and near the mixed cells. The problem domain is 4 × 1, and the fluid is restricted to flow between the curves y top and y bot , defined as Tables 3 and 4 show the errors and convergence rates for the velocity components; here 128-256 refers to the errors of the solution on the 128 × 32 grid as calculated by comparing the solution on the 128 × 32 grid with the solution on the 256 × 64 grid; it is similarly shown for 256-512. As before, we compute the errors both on the full domain and on a subdomain defined as the region covered by full cells on the 128 × 32 grid. (In this case, the norms are scaled, as appropriate, by the area of the domain.) Again we see rates corresponding to global second-order accuracy but first-order accuracy near the boundaries. Figure  2 shows contour plots of the log 10 of the error in the velocity components. The error is clearly concentrated along the fluid-body boundaries; for the sake of the figures we have defined all errors less than 1% of the maximum error in each (including the values in the body cells) to be equal to 1% of the maximum error. There are ten contour intervals in each figure spanning these two orders of magnitude. In time the error advects further along y = y bot and y = y top but does not contaminate the interior flow. We note that for this particular flow the velocity field near the boundary is essentially parallel to the boundary, and in a more general case we might expect to see more contamination of the interior flow. Note, however, that the maximum error is less than .3% of the magnitude of the velocity. The third example we present is that of flow past a half-cylinder. There is extensive experimental and computational literature on the subject of flow past a cylinder in an infinite domain at low to moderate Reynolds number; see, for example [32] and [60] for recent experimental and computational results, respectively. Since the methodology presented here is for inviscid flow, we compute flow past a half-cylinder rather than a full cylinder so as to force the separation point to occur at the trailing edge. However, we present this calculation to demonstrate the type of application for which the Cartesian grid methodology would be most useful: a calculation in which one might be interested most in the flow features away from the body (i.e., the shed vortices downstream from the cylinder) but which requires the presence of the body in order to generate or modify those features.
The resolution of our calculation is 256×64, the domain is 4×1, and the diameter of the half-cylinder is .25. The inflow velocity at the left edge is u = 1; the boundary conditions are outflow at the right edge, no-flow boundaries at the top and bottom. The initial conditions are the potential flow with uniform inflow as calculated from the initial projection, combined with a small vortical perturbation to break the symmetry of the problem. Shown here are "snapshots" of the vorticity (Figure 3(a) ) and a passively advected scalar (Figure 3(b) ) at late enough time that the flow is periodic and that the perturbation has been advected through the domain. The scalar was advected in from the center of the inflow edge. The Strouhal number is calculated to be approximately D/(U ∞ T ) ≈ (.25)/(1.)(.80) ≈ .31, where T ≈ .80 is the observed period of vortex shedding, D = .25 is the cylinder diameter, and U ∞ = 1. is the free-stream (i.e., inflow) velocity. One would expect a value between .2 and .4 (see [32] and the references cited therein), so this seems a reasonable value given the limitations of the comparison.
Conclusion.
We have presented a method for calculation of time-dependent incompressible inviscid flow in a domain with embedded boundaries. This approach combines the basic projection method, using an approximate projection, with the Cartesian grid representation of geometry. In this approach, the body is represented as an interface embedded in a regular Cartesian mesh. The adaptation of the higherorder upwind method to include geometry is modeled on the Cartesian grid method for compressible flow. The discretization of the body near the flow uses a volumeof-fluid representation with a redistribution procedure. The approximate projection incorporates knowledge of the body through volume and area fractions and certain integrals over the mixed cells. Convergence results indicate that the method is first order at and near the body, and globally second order away from the body. The method is demonstrated on flow past a half-cylinder with vortex shedding and is shown to give a reasonable Strouhal number.
The method here is presented in two dimensions; the extension to r − z and three dimensions and to variable density flows, and the inclusion of this representation with an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm for incompressible flow are being developed. The techniques developed here are also being modified for use in more general low Mach number models. In particular, we are using this methodology to model low Mach number combustion in realistic industrial burner geometries and to represent terrain in an anelastic model of the atmosphere.
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